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Abstract 

The transporting behaviours of’ intense 
pulstd electron beams in the low pressure gas 
'Jr-e experimentally investigated. The results 
orosented in this parJer show that the self- 
pizcrli.n(y, of electron beams in the ambient 
pressure about 187 Pa for nitrogen, air etc., 
takes place. ::fter bombardment of single beam 
ouise , a interference-like fringe having a 
pattern o! colored rings appears on tne sur- 
i,lc+: 01 witness film, thus one cat make a de- 
dution of the space configuration during the 
proo,;gation of the pulsed electron beam. As 
a result of beam deflection by an external 
n->j:letic iield ’ c: , the configuration-space ins- 
t2bi?ities o!‘ the self-contracting plasma of 
e.sctron bean occur, therefore, the beam 
ii.zment effect is evidently observed. Such 
intense pulsed electron beams are extracted 
Irom haode hole of a multiplate chamber beha- 
-dic!L 5 : foiiless "vacuum diode" with high 
ef:iciency. Yany attractive potenti& appli- 
cations are expected for tne electron beams. 

Sntroduction 

As intense pulsed electron beam generators 
are of interest for material studies, inertial 
confinement fusion reaction, direct pumping 
of gas and chemical lasers, generation of 
X-rays, micro;Have and infrared radiation, it 
is nese::sary to know the transporting beha- 
viours of the pulsed electron beam passing 
through the neutral gases. Car intense pulsed 
electron beams with energies below 80 keV, 
it is hard to carry out the experimental ob- 
servation of their propagation in the low 
pressure gas due to the electron energy too 
low to penetrate through the anode foil which 
normally used to seperate the so-called “va- 
cuum diode" from the drift tube with low pre- 
ssure gas. This problem can be solved by 
using a multiplate chamber which behaves as a 
foilless vacuum diode, to produce intense 
pulsed electron beams.' In order to under- 
stand the behavior of electron beam, Lawson 
formalism is taken to describe the radial 
equation of motion for a beam electron. 

Experimental description 

The nanosecond-uulsed electron beams with 
electron energies below 80 keV and curret 
densities about 106A/cmz can be oroduced bv a 
multiplate chamber (MPC) due to the escala- 
tion effect (Fig. 1 ).z The electron beams are 
directly injected into a drift chamber filled 
with low pressure gas about 10 Pa. In order 
to observe the magnetic self-pinching effect 
of intense pulsed beams, the metallic targets 
and witness films are placed on several posi- 
tions along the beam trajectory. Thl witness 
films consist of Mylar foils covered by thin 
layer of dimethyl yellow or pentamethoxyl red, 
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Fig. 1 Intense puised electron beam 
generator and the propagation of the 
electron beam under low pressure air. 

"he crater on the metallic target snut- 
tered by a series of electron beam pulses 
proves that the electron beam is of self-pin- 
ching and with high power density (Fig. 2). 

Fig. 2 Crater produced by sputterinp; 
of a series of electron beaas or. an 
iron target. 

In the environment of tne gas pressure 
about 10 Pa the pulsed electron -earns prop,d- 
gate with high efficiency due to rapid space- 
charge centralization to create beam self- 
pincning, tnerefore, the current neutr,zlizd- 
tion shouid not been inportant owing to the 
background density too LOW to produce tne 
return current ,wnicn can effectively reduce 
the important of magnetic self-fie;;i effects. 
Under tne assumption of paraxiAl upproxim:i- 
tion, tne radial equation of motion for an 
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electron witn the beam radius r. is 

where 9 the so-called 3udker parameter, is 
defined as the number of electrons per clas- 
sica: electron-radius length of the beam, ,' 
is the usual relativistic factor, /J=Vz/C, Vz 
is the injected electron speed, c is the 
speed of Light, fe=ni/ne is the fractional 
charge neutralization by a background of sta- 
tionary ions.3 

A single beam pulse with energy of some 
55 keV and current density of about l@A/cm$ 
after passing tnrough 53 mm in the low pres- 
sure air, was used to bombard a witness film. 
The interference-like fringes having the form 
of colored rings which converge toward a 
center emerged on the surface of witness film 
(Fig. 3). From the rings of the interference- 
Likre pattern, one can make a dedution of the 

Fig. 3 An interference-like pattern 
on the surface of witness film. 
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Fig. 4 Schematic interpretation of 
the evolution of the space configu- 
ration during the propagation of 
electron beam. 

evolution of the space configuration during 
the prooagation of intense pulsed electron 
beam(Fig. 4). 

From the experimental results mentioned 
above, the processes of the propagation of 
tne electron beam in unionized background gas 
witn pressure about 10 Pa, can be envisaged 

into following stages: 
. divergence of beam envelop: O<f <(1-12) 

the front of pulsed beam expandg rapidl; 
due to space charge repulsion,part of 
beam electrons is lost to the tube walls 
(Fig. 3, region A). 

. radial force neutralization: 
for the beam to drift without 

fe=(l-/35, 
expansion, 

only fractional space-charge neutraliza- 
tion is required. In this case,an equili- 
brium radius of i.,eam envelop is temuora- 
rily reached(Fig. 3, equilibrium radius 
9). 

. beam self-pinching: (1-j2)<f (1 the ra- 
dius of beam enveloa starts eto'pinch 
with a radial oscilation of sinusoidal 
wave. For f =l, 
neutralized: 

the electron beam is fully 
Eq.( 1) becomes 

4=-2;a (2) 

the wave length of sinusoidal solution is 

A=2n.ro/(2~// ) "2 (3) 
From Fig. 3, region C, we can infer that 
the radius of beam collapses due to beam 
losses and reduction of beam current. The 
swelling area and the craks show that the 
power density is relatively high at cent- 
ral region. 

Kuch more informations can be obtained 
in the photograph of beam spots (Fig. 5), a 
variety of instabilities of beam plasma, such 
as sausage instability, kink instability and 
flute instability etc., of the evolution 
during the propagating of electron beams can 
be derived from the physical patterns of the 
beam spots. 

Fig. 5 The photograph of electron 
beam spots. x54 

While passing across a magnetic field, 
the electron beam would become unstable due 
to the perturbance exerted by the magnetic 
field. Considering the terms of the energy 
distribution of beam electrons, the interac- 
tion between beam and its wake fields on the 
wall of the drift tube, the effect on the 
beam contraction of the synchrotron radiation 
of the electrons in the self-magnetic field 
created by the beam current and so on, the 
physical pattern of the propagation of elec- 
tron beam passing across the magnetic field 
is rather complicated.4)5As a result of the 
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beam deflection caused by the external mag- 
netic field, the configuration-space insta- 
bilities of a self-contracting plasma of the? 
electron beam occur, therefore, the beam fila- 
mentation were evident~I:r observed on the sur- 
face of the witness 2 located at the position 
across the trajectory of the electron beam 
(Fig. 6). Many tiny burning spots sized up :A 
12 microneters in diameter snow that the 
beam splits into filaments, each of wp?l,ch 
self-pinches and the purely growing pertur- 
bations center on points of enhanced beam 
density wnich magnetically attract nearby 
beam electrons and repel secondary electrons 
produced oy the ionization effects of beam 
electrons. 
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Fig. 6 Seam filamentation owing to 
the perturbation of across magnetic 
field. x416 

Conclusions 

The intense pulsed electron beams produ- 
ced ty the multiplate chamber, with energies 
below 80 keV can be used to carry out the 
experimental investigation of the propagation 
of' pulsed electron beam in an environment of 
low gas pressure. The evolution of space- 
configuration of propagating electron beam 
could be deduced from the interference-like 
pattern on the surface of witness bombarded 
by a single beam pulse, tnerefore, a variety 
of instabilities of beam plasma can be de- 
rived with tne physical pattern of beam 
spots. 

Fxperimental results presented in this 
paper provide a good view of beam filamenta- 
tion due to the perturbance exerted by across 
magnetic field. The time development of space 
configuration of beam propagation is left to 
take futher investigation. 
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